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Foreword

Martin Art allery is pleased to present Peter d’Agostino’s Cold / Hot - Walks, Wars & Climate Change   
at Muhlenberg College.  D’Agostino’s decades-long, international career traverses varied political movements  
and regimes, while ultimately maintaining an intensely personal vision. Coming of age in the fractured 0’s and 

0’s instilled his awareness of social and political crises - a distressing common-place today - and a passionate 
concern for the health of the environment. lobal vision, ardor for social justice, and environmentalism inform his 
works, yet his art circumvents overt polemics and advocacy.  

mploying a range of conceptual approaches and time-based media, d’Agostino’s World-Wide Walks embody 
his uni ue form of video documentation performances’, immersing viewers within multiple points of view. y 
including himself in this work, he seems to anticipate not so much the status uo “sel e” culture, but artists’ 
increasing desire to situate us more visibly within their practice. hile the digital world is rife with images of 
people sharing their social activities and achievements, such as a triumph on a mountain top, his Walks simply  
and poetically acknowledge a human presence as he spatially navigates both natural and political spaces.  

xpansive images contrast with close ups  images are both full-frame and gridded or split, echoing our splintered 
a ention spans.  Thus, the natural and cultural o en intersect, not only in time signature and pacing, but in 
vantage point, framing, and focus.  ther works, such as V / V: a ecreational Vehicle in Virtual Reality, are rmly 
situated in digitally constructed environments. 

The fundamental signi cance of Peter d’Agostino’s work is that we understand the artist as part of the fabric 
of mortals, acutely aware of our limited time on an increasingly crowded and damaged planet. hile he is 
necessarily crossing both actual and virtual political boundaries, his primary concern is immersing himself and 
viewers in natural and cultural ecologies, which steers the conversation toward the fragility of place. D’Agostino’s 
prescient projects employ still and moving images as screens, frames, windows, and portals. His rst-person 
viewpoint allows us to project ourselves into this journey of outward and inward exploration.  e are taken on 
a spiritual expedition in the manner of the American naturalist ohn Muir, which at times conjures the romantic 
sublime, and at others, a jarring dystopia.                                 

         Paul M. Nicholson, Director, Martin Art allery 



World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / ICE  (2012-14)  
Walks along the edge of glaciers, at the top and bo om of the globe 
in Iceland, Alaska and Argentina witness signs of global warming. 
uxtaposed with the walks and a sound score of evolving glacial 

dynamics are cautionary texts that serve as a counterpoint to the 
sheer beauty of these places- reminders of the fragility of massive 
glaciers during our current era of accelerating climatic changes. 

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / WETLANDS (2010-18)  
Walks focusing primarily on the lorida verglades and Cuba’s apata 
wamp provide important insights into the e ects of the changing 

climate and issues related to cold  hot wars. The apata preserve is 
adjacent to Cuba’s ay of Pigs, where the failed invasion led to the 
most dramatic and dangerous incident of the Cold ar - the Cuban 
Missile Crisis in ctober 19 2. 

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / DESERTS  (2011-18)  
Walks in the four major desert areas of North America.  
The Chihuahuan Desert includes  oaptree ucca plants, elds of 
petroglyphs, the location of the rst Atomic omb detonated in 19 5 
preceding Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as well as the . .  Mexico border 
separating the sister cities of l Paso and uare .  
[ In-progress  Mojave, onoran, and reat asin deserts.]

   a e reational ehi le in irtual eality (1993-9 )  
VR/RV explores the displacement and disembodiment of a 
technologically determined culture which co-mingles video games  
and computeri ed war. Reconstructed scenes from the atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima in 19 5 are juxtaposed with smart bombs’ 
used in the ulf ar, 1990-91. 

orks in the xhibition



COLD / HOT - Walks, Wars & Climate Change

David I. Tafler 

This exhibition focuses on the theme of C LD  H T as it relates to walks, wars and climate change, 
drawing from a selection of Peter d’Agostino’s work, in particular his World-Wide-Walks / between earth 
& water installations, ICE / DESERTS / WETLANDS. 

D’Agostino has performed the Walks on six continents over the past ve decades. Initiated as video 
documentation performances’ in 19 3, the Walks evolved into video web projects in the 1990s and 
mobile locative media installations in the 2000s, probing and examining climate change during the 
last decade. World-Wide-Walks explore natural, cultural, virtual identities  mixed realities of walking 
through physical environments and virtually sur ng the web. 

As a key to the thematic content of this exhibition, recent alks performed with 3 0- degree R video 
cameras serve to bridge d’Agostino’s use of new media technologies with an earlier work, VR/RV: a 

ecreational Vehicle in Virtual eality (1993-9 ). Portraying simulations of armed conflicts in Asia and the 
Middle ast as a fully immersive interactive virtual reality project with an HMD (head-mounted display) 
and data gloves, VR/RV appears in this exhibition as a video installation.  

In the Anthropocene era, walks, wars, and climate change, as observed on glaciers, deserts and 
wetlands, become sites of accelerated and enflamed transition, potential ones of stress and conflict. 
In 200 , the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a team of scientists from around the 
world, con rmed initial indications that human activity caused the arth’s rising temperature.  

In Climate Change and Armed Con ict, ames R. Lee identi es the resultant symptoms of climate change 
stress and conflict  loss of arable land, migration, border disputes, resource shortages and shi ing energy 
supplies. xacerbating the situation, the growing population and proliferation of human civili ation 
across the globe has diminished drastically the reservoir of untapped lands (historically a “pressure 
valve”). f those untapped lands remaining, marginal areas like the Arctic and Antarctica might become 
more habitable leading to even greater conflict for land and resources. 1



World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water   

In their fragility, the World-Wide-Walks assemble a nite human gure’s making of micro and macro meaning 
within natural and mediated cultural environments. In the early 19 0s, d’Agostino’s experience of drinking 
clear water flowing directly from melting glaciers at the higher elevations while backpacking in California’s 

ierra Nevada Mountains helped shape his concomitant environmental sensibility. News of abriel arc a 
M r ue ’s passing in 201  rekindled the memory of the opening lines to ne undred Years of Solitude, the 
saga of a family in a village on “the bank of a river of clear water.” “Many years later, as he faced the ring 
s uad, eneral Aureliano uendia was to remember that distant a ernoon when his father took him to 
discover ice.”  

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / ICE surveys retreating glaciers at the top and bo om of the 
globe in Iceland, Alaska, and Argentina to witness the conse uences of global warming. In Iceland, atnajokull 
is urope’s largest glacier, and naefellsjokull sets the location for ules erne’s novel ourney to the Center of 
the Earth.  oth glaciers continue to diminish in si e.  Alaska’s lacier ay has a long human legacy beginning 
with the Athabascans and later the Tlingit tribe. ritish explorer eorge ancouver (1 91) and naturalist ohn 
Muir (1 9) explored the area. lacier ay now contains some of the fastest receding glaciers in the world.   
The massive Perito Moreno lacier is located in Argentina’s Patagonian Ice ield, the world’s third largest fresh 
water reserve has been declining steadily over the past 50 years. Retreating glaciers have made a signi cant 
contribution to sea-level rise. 

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / DESERTS comprises walks in the four major desert areas 
of North America  the Chihuahuan, Mojave, onoran, and reat asin. Deserts form the most prevalent 
and fragile landform, moving, expanding, contracting, and stretching across large swaths of the globe. 
This exhibition features Walks in the Chihuahuan Desert, a crossroads where contrasting natural worlds 
and cultures intersect. oaptree ucca plants represent living testaments to natural survival in this desert 
ecosystem. Indigenous peoples used the inner parts of the trunk and roots of the yucca plants to make a kind 
of soap and shampoo. ields of petroglyphs dating from the Ancestral Pueblo period (c. 1300 to 1 00) appear 
throughout the Petroglyph National Monument on the outskirts of Albu uer ue, New Mexico. In the midst 
of a geological area characteri ed by ve dormant volcanic cones, thousands of images inscribed in the basalt 
rocks by Native Americans form recogni able icons of people, animals, birds, and symbols. 

orn in 19 5 between the bombs’ - the test on uly 1  and the bombing of Hiroshima on August  - 
d’Agostino commemorates the tragic conse uences of the atomic bomb with walks in two locations   
Alamogordo, the test site of “The adget,” which preceded the “Li le oy” bomb that devastated Hiroshima 
on August  and at the hite ands Missile Range Museum, where his walk circumscribes the casing of a 
“ at Man,” the type of bomb dropped on Nagasaki, August 9.   



Recent Walks performed in areas of the desert on the U.S. / Mexico border, juxtapose sites along the Rio 
rande River to map ecological, socio-political and economic concerns. The natural meandering boundaries of 

the Rio rande, a river drying up due to a changing climate also reveal contested border areas - ba legrounds 
of accelerating immigration debates. D’Agostino contrasts his river walk with a walk across the ridge of the 
Americas, the border crossing connecting the sister cities of l Paso, Texas and uare , Mexico. 

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / WETLANDS  lorida and Cuba have ecological and political 
signi cance providing insights into the e ects of the changing climate and issues related to cold hot wars. 

etlands mark a one of transition between land and water, an ongoing relationship fraught with life and 
coastal accommodation, most threatened by civili ation’s drainage and developmental appropriation. 
Walks in lorida’s verglades, the largest marsh system in the nited tates, reveal a legacy of assault on 
its vital water supply and abundant wildlife. Now rising sea water levels pose a threat, not only to the 

verglades’ fragile ecosystem but to the  million people dependent on its supply of drinking water. outh 
lorida represents this epicenter of climate change impact.  eographically 90 miles away, light years apart 

politically, the apata wamp on Cuba’s ah a de Cochinos ( ay of Pigs), embodies one of the largest and 
most important wetlands in the Caribbean region. y 2030, rising sea levels may submerge Las alinas rito, a 
portion of the apata iosphere Preserve. The ay of Pigs, the site of the failed invasion in 19 1 and a trigger 
for the Cuban Missile Crisis a year later, forms part of d’Agostino’s memory and emotional life experience as 
a teenager. A erward, the . . mbargo and other political circumstances, notably the collapse of the oviet 

nion a er the fall of the erlin all in 19 9, have helped nudge Cuba toward developing alternative models 
of sustainable development since the cessation of Russian economic aid during the 1990s.  

Another work not in this exhibition, d’Agostino’s Cold ar trilogy, World-Wide-Walks / BERLIN-LODZ-SOFIA  
(1990 -2009), was performed in 1990 along remnants of the erlin all, and in Lod , Poland for the 
“Construction in Process” exhibition. In 2009, d’Agostino completed the installation with walks in o a for 
“ ork in Motion - migration, mobility and labor” at Red House Center Art allery, o a, ulgaria.  

The end of the Cold ar segues with the climate change crisis. ohn Ashton, K Climate Change 
Representative, tied the two issues together  

There is every reason to believe that as the twenty- rst century unfolds, the security story will be 
bound together with climate change. ... The last time the world faced a challenge this complex 
was during the Cold ar. et the stakes this time are even higher, because the enemy now is 
ourselves, the choices we make. ( ogel 200 ) - ames R. Lee, Climate Change and Armed Con ict: 
Hot and Cold Wars (2009). 



Art mediates the borders as passage between evolution and revolution.  Through observing, recording, and 
representing them, these transition ones become reimagined and reactivated, re-seen and re-framed in the 
midst of a troubled global trajectory. In that unse led future, everybody remains a ected.

VR / RV: a Recreational Vehicle in Virtual Reality  lays out a political-cultural metaphor of east west, far-
east mid-east geography. Its map stretches from present times in Philadelphia and the Rocky Mountains, to 
Hiroshima in 19 5 and the Persian ulf in 1991. n this virtually constructed ast, est, ar- ast and Mid-

ast grid, the viewer-driver of the R  can navigate to the site of the incendiary start of the Atomic Age, to 
the “smart” bombs of the late 20th century during the ulf ar. The computer-game-like images of those 
smart bombs heading toward their targets in aghdad premiered live on television (during prime time in the 

. .) to a global audience as the ulf ar began on anuary 1 , 1991.  D’Agostino developed VR/RV during 
his residency at the an  Center in the Canadian Rockies, while based in Philadelphia. He inscribes VR/
RV’s east-west embodiment with his own experiential timeline (as he does with the Walks). ut, the project 
moves beyond a simple look back at the past. The artist describes the project as evoking a panorama of 
unse ling future states.  hile a panorama of cataclysmic upheaval impacts everyone, not everyone su ers 
the same impact. Those with greater resources have greater options to make the adjustments, particularly 
those imposed by climate change. Toward addressing those adjustments, art can render the unfamiliar, reveal 
disproportions, shi ing thresholds, and the hori ons for potential action.  

The World-Wide-Walks and VR/RV incorporate d’Agostino’s themes of natural-cultural-virtual identities, 
including those of the artist himself, by repositioning an individual within the context of a culturally-
historically charged, embodied and ecologically changing environment. The greatest challenge may lie in 
opposing and challenging larger forces that a empt to encompass and eventually de ne “the self” as part 
of a global collective engaged and a ected by socio-political and economic forces. overnmental agencies, a 
military-industrial complex, and the corporate interests of mass media and social media organi ations impact 
these forces. 

Transition ones shi  with history and run the gamut from social upheaval, to scienti c atomi ation, to 
industrial revolution, to environmental catharsis. ach historic period shapes its particular agenda. The artist 
can either engage, or disengage from the power and force of his or her own time. ither choice bears some 
correlated social - aesthetic signi cance. If engaged, the artist “discloses in a particularly poignant way an 
insight or vision that would otherwise remain hidden.” 2

      1. Lee, . R. (2009). Climate Change and Armed Con ict: ot and Cold Wars. London and New ork  Routledge, p. .
2. andolfo, David I. and arah . orth (2012). “ lobal tandpoint Aesthetics  Toward a Paradigm,” in 
     The Continuum Companion to Aesthetics, ed. Anna Christina Reibeiro. Continuum International Publishing, p.2 2.

















World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / ICE
 

World-Wide-Walks form a corpus of visual, auditory, and textual information that functions as a mnemonic archive 

of the artist’s experiences and responses to the world through which the viewer may live and travel vicariously. This 

record also folds together glimpses of overlapping cultural and sociopolitical contexts and conditions inextricably 

interdependent upon natural phenomena. 

      Among the works in the between earth & water series, d’Agostino considers ICE to be his most “clearly resolved 

and produced” for his complete reali ation of the unity of “form, content, and context,” aspects informing a work 

of art that he holds to be, and teaches as, paramount. World-Wide-Walks/between earth & water/ICE (2012-14) 

includes walks at three di erent glaciers  Iceland’s atnaj kull, urope’s largest icecap  Argentina’s Tierra del eugo 

archipelago, the southernmost extreme of the continent of the Americas  and Alaska’s lacier ay, 3.3 million acres 

of glaciers, mountains, temperate rainforest, coastlines and ords. He exhibits the three videos comprising ICE on 

three separate screens, each lling an entire wall and each dissolving into a split screen that gives way to minimal 

poetic informational texts about glaciers, the environment, and time. D’Agostino’s visuali ation of the sites of ICE 

is ex uisite, not the least for his use of vertical, hori ontal, and rotating perspectival axes, and split and merging 

screens, points of view that convey the inextricable intertwining of water, land, and sky. The uni ue shapes and the 

iridescent, sometimes transparent, greens and blues of the melting glaciers, shot against the stark backdrop of the 

nearly barren land that they uncover as they melt, are poignant for how d’Agostino acknowledges the disappearance 

of essential aspects of the planet and his belief that the “role of an artist is to leave a message about the past for 

the future.” At 3 years old, d’Agostino ponders what will be recogni able of the world he knows should he live 

100 years. This uestion motivates him to record his experiences of “the acceleration and the tipping point” that is 

occurring in climate change, which humanity faces in the vivid retreat of the glaciers and the rapid rise of the seas.   

Kristine tiles  
World-Wide-Walks / Peter d’Agostino: Crossing Natural-Cultural-Virtual rontiers 

orthcoming  Intellect ooks, ristol, K  Chicago, A



































       

VR / RV: a Recreational Vehicle in Virtual Reality 

The juxtaposition of simulated worlds in a political context becomes a core element in Peter d’Agostino’s  

VR/RV: a Recreational Vehicle in Virtual Reality (1993). D’Agostino has been working in video and interactive 

multimedia for decades and created numerous works addressing issues of politics and identity. VR/RV is a projection 

of a 3D world that simulates a travel along the electronic superhighway (in the literal sense) by joining scenes from 

Philadelphia, the Rockies, Kuwait City, and Hiroshima – experienced from the inside of a computer-generated car. 

Mixing the scenery with the “soundtrack” from the constantly scanning car radio as well as CNN broadcasts, the 

project becomes a reflection on the increasing mediation of our world and the way it is shaped by technologies. 

Hiroshima and Kuwait, in particular, point to the military use of technology, which again is closely connected to the 

mediation of war. In VR/RV, virtual reality is not used to create a seamless alternate world but to create a clash of 

the “realities” of physical location and perception. The investigations of this [and other projects] and of immersive 

virtual reality in digital art may still be in their beginning stages – where the state of the technology lags behind the 

concepts being explored – but they point to a probably not so far future where virtual reality may become a second 

nature that profoundly challenges the basis of our concepts of perception and the dualism of “flesh” and “spirit.”   

Christiane Paul  
Digital Art, Thames & Hudson, London, 2015



Peter d’Agostino

     Peter d’Agostino’s pioneering photography, video and interactive new media projects have been  
exhibited internationally. urveys of his work include  World-Wide-Walks projects at the niversity Art allery, 

ilbao, pain (2012), niversity of Paris I Partheon- orbonne (2003)  and Peter d’Agostino: Interactivity and 
Intervention, 1978–99, Lehman College Art allery, New ork (1999). Major group exhibitions include   
Whitney Biennial, New ork, Sao Paulo Bienal, ra il, and Kwangju Biennial, Korea. His works are in the 
collections of The Museum of Modern Art, New ork  an rancisco Museum of Modern Art, e y Museum,  
Los Angeles  erkeley Art Museum, and are distributed by lectronic Arts Intermix. D’Agostino has been 
awarded grants and fellowships from  the National ndowment for the Arts, apan oundation, 

nassis oundation, Pew Trusts, ulbright Program, MIT’s Center for Advanced isual tudies, an  Centre  
for the Arts, Rockefeller oundation’s ellagio Center, Italy, the American Academy in Rome, the Art ci Center, 

niversity of California, Los Angeles. He is Professor of ilm and Media Arts, Temple niversity, Philadelphia.

Individual Exhibitions  ( elected )

201  Interactive Arts e. . Kreativikum ilbek, Hamburg, ermany          
201  L  Club, arcelona, pain 
201   Harvestworks Digital Media Arts Center, New ork 
2012 i kaia Art allery, niversity of the as ue Country, ilbao, pain 
2011       raunstein uay allery, an rancisco  
2009       Red House Art allery, o a, ulgaria 
200        Laboratorio Arte Alemeda Instituto Nacional de ellas Artes Art allery, Mexico City 
200        Lux London, ngland 
2003       niversity of Paris I  Pantheon- orbonne, ontenay-aux-Roses Art allery, rance  
2000       alerie de Arte, niversity of rasilia, ra il 
1999       Lehman College Art allery, New ork 
1995       erkeley Art Museum Paci c ilm Archive  eatherspoon Art allery, NC, reensboro  
199        an  Centre for the Arts, Canada 
1993       Image orum, Tokyo  Art pace, Auckland, New ealand 
19 9      tudent Cultural Center, elgrade, ugoslavia 
19        Philadelphia Museum of Art  Museum of Modern Art, New ork 
19        American Academy in Rome, Italy  Houston Center for Photography, Texas  
19  Institute of Contemporary Art, oston 
19 3  ranklin urnace, New ork    
19 2  The Kitchen Center for ideo, Music and Dance, New ork 
19 1  Anthology ilm Archives, New ork  
19 0  Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art  
19 9 Museum of Modern Art, New ork 
19       Artists pace, New ork  
19 5      0 Langton treet, an rancisco  
19 3     uay allery, an rancisco 



Group  Exhibitions  ( elected ) 

201            “ ay ay 2” erkeley Art Museum Paci c ilm Archive
201            “Photography and Language” Cherry and Martin allery, Los Angeles 
2011-1      “ tate of Mind  New California Art Circa 19 0” range County Museum of Art, CA  

mart Museum of Art, Chicago  ronx Museum of the Arts, N  IT  anta e, NM.
2012           “Remote  Control” Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA) London
2011-12     “ nder the ig lack un  California Art, 19 - 1” M CA, Los Angeles 
200            “California ideo” e y Museum  e y Research Institute, Los Angeles
200            “ IL R” 25th Anniversary Retrospective exhibition, Houston Center for Photography            
2002           “L’art vu a distance  Art & Television, 195 -2002” Contemporary Art Center, Limoges, rance
2001           “ . . .1 2  New Media orks” New Museum of Contemporary Art, New ork 
2000           “The American Century  1950-2000” hitney Museum of American Art, New ork
1995           “InfoArt” Kwangju iennale, Korea

“New Light  American ideo Art  19 5-199 ” National allery of Art, ashington, DC.
1991           “Construction in Process” Artists Museum, Lod , Poland
1991           “Interactions” Rjksmuseum Twenthe, nschede, Holland

“Contemporary Philadelphia Artists” Philadelphia Museum of Art
19            “ lectronic Arts estival” Rennes, rance

“MIT Center for Advanced isual tudies-20th Anniversary xhibition” Cambridge, MA.
19            “ urveillance” Los Angeles Contemporary xhibitions (LAC )
19 5           “ ideo   A Retrospective 19 - ” Long each Museum of Art, CA. 
19 3           “New Metaphors ix Alternatives” ao Paulo ienal, ra il  

“Reading Television” Museum of Modern Art, New ork
19 1           “19 1 iennial” hitney Museum of American Art, New ork
19 9           “ pace Time ound-19 0s” an rancisco Museum of Modern Art 
19            “ eek of International Performance” Museum of Modern Art ologna, Italy
19            “ ideo International” Aarhus Museum of Art, Denmark 
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tiles, K. and P. el . Theories and Documents of Contemporary Art, erkeley  2012 
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World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / ICE  (2012-14)  
Installation  Three multi-display L D video projections, variable si e
HD video, 15min loop, color, 5.1 surround sound

dition  5  2 AP  

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / DESERTS  (2011-18)  
Installation  L D video projection, digital prints, variable si e
HD & 3 0 R video 10min loop, color, stereo sound

dition  5  2 AP

World-Wide-Walks / between earth & water / WETLANDS  (2010-18)  
Installation  Dual L D video monitors, digital prints, variable si e
HD & 3 0 R video min loops, color, stereo sound

dition  5  2 AP 

   a e reational ehi le in irtual eality  (1993-9 ) 
Installation  L D digital monitor, variable si e

R computer animation and video, 11min loop, color, stereo sound 
Distributed by lectronic Arts Intermix, New ork [ eai.org ] 

ebsite  peterdagostino.com

Project production support     
Reese illiams (sound), Alex Manescu and than acchi (video), Temple niversity,  
Harvestworks Digital Arts Center, New ork, an  Centre, Canada. 

ssays   
David I. Tafler,  Professor of Media and Communication, Muhlenberg College.  
Kristine tiles, rance amily Professor of Art, Art History & isual tudies, Duke niversity. 
Christiane Paul, Professor of Media tudies, The New chool  Adjunct Curator of Digital Art,  

hitney Museum of American Art.  

Catalogue design   
rita d’Agostino, Assistant Professor, raphic Design, New Mexico tate niversity.  

Thanks to  Mary rown and Deirdre Dowdakin for their contributions to this exhibition. 
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